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Australian Jurist Speaks on AIDS Crisis 
By Ellen L. Marks 
Justice Michael Kirby of the Supreme 
Court of New South Wales. addressing the 
role of the law in dealing with AIDS. spoke 
on Monday to a crowd of about 40 people. 
Kirby. the youngest man ever appointed to 
a federal judicial office in Australia. is a 
member of the Global Commission on AIDS 
for the World 
Health Organi-
zation. He ap-
peared earlier in 
the day with 
June· Osborne. 
the Dean of the 
School of Public 
Health, who is 




cently met with 
the Interna-
tiona) Commis-
sion of Jurists. 
on which he is 
the Australian 





with the newly 
Computer Lab Moves 
to Legal Research 
By CUnton Elliott 
Many law ~tudents , who are depend-
ent upon in-house computer facilities. have 
already noticed that the Law School Stu-
dent Computer Lab has been relocated 
from room B 1 OC in the basement ofHutch-
lns Hall to room 160 in Legal Research. 
The change of location to a space for-
merly occupied by the Law School Fund 
and Alumni Activities Office. has generally 
been favorably received as an improvement 
In physical facilltes. 
Instead of one large room with several 
computer terminals, the new space fea-
tures three large rooms with a clear capac-
ity for expansion of s tudent computing 
space. 
Moreover, access has not been a prob-
lem. since the new lab has been left un-
locked during Library hours while stu-
dents familiarize themse!ves wjth the new 
location. 
The computers, with the exception of 
the Maclntoshes, all have hard disks and 
are equipped with the popular Word Per-
fect and Word Star programs. Students 
v.1lo used to go to Sub-2 In the library to 
obtain software packages will find out that 
this procedure no longer necessary and 
that those programs have been removed 
from reserve. 
The first five computers. located along 
the wall as one enters the new facility, are 
attached to the laser plinter. This arrange-
ment contines to pose problems particu-
la rly in periods of heavy use, when stu-
dents using those machines are reluctant 
interrupt there work in order to allow other 
students to plint different files. 
As an additional option, students inter-
ested in obtaining training on WordPerfect 
or general computer training can contact 
Marcea Metzler at 763-3739 and request a 
training appointment. 
Ted Graham , who is responsible for 
the Computer Lab, has, in the past ex-
pressed an interest in making sure that the 
Lab adequately serves the needs of the 
students. However. students can antici-
pate tha t the same old problems will con-
tinue to mantfest themselves during peak 
periods of use. 
Students are encouraged to utilize the 
facility at off-peak hours in order to ma'Ci-
mize Individual efficiency and diminish 
bottlenecks alising from too many people 
using too few computers. 
receptive Eastern bloc. translating inter - that people will vary their behavior to 
national human lights norms into the conform with the law. but it Is Important to 
workaday world of the lawyer. and dealing develop a set of sanctions or remedies that 
with the AIDS clisis. will work if available. ·we assume that 
Kirby called Americans "inward-look- simply by enacting the law it will operate on 
ing· and somewhat negligent in their global people's behavior: but that is not always 
responsibilities; Australians can't afford to the case. 
do that. Kirbyattiibuted this toAmeiicans His example is Australia. which is 
having a Bill of Rights: Australia lacks one. suffering from the ripple effect of drug use. 
holding with Madison's position that no It is not only eroding respect for the law 
one is qualified to definitively prescribe among users. but is also reaching ordinary 
human rights. However. he said. "the time citizens who are beginning to doubt the 
has come in a global situation where even effectiveness of their government to control 
Australian julists are beginning to look at crime. 
International human lights instruments.· Regulations a re particularly ineffec-
Justice Kirby pointed out that a Bill of tive in controlling drug use. and the target 
Rights may lose or gain value in relation to group for communicating the dangers of 
those interpreting it. His own Supreme AIDS is now the intravenous drug use 
Court position consists of giving meaning group. 30-400Al of those with the disease in 
to statutes enacted by Parliament. He Southern Europe acquired it through In-
leaves moralizing to others. he said. travenous drug use. In looklng for a solu-
But Kirby was adamant that we have to tion to AIDS. he said. "tf we went out there 
"protect the human lights of those who into the ordinary citizenry of Michigan or 
have the virus or who suspect they have the New South Wales. the answer would ~ 
Yiru~· Accurdftt~lcrthe-Justice. til'l!Teat 'fod{ rnem up.'" Tflls is not a real solution. 
question is "how [can] we best design a Ja\f Jfifj)/ said. 
that Will efficiently target and influenc!. J1 VV L 
human behavior?" There Is a general belief SIX 
By Clinton Elliott 
Michigan Professor John H. Jackson, 
an in ternationally-recognized expert on the 
General Agreement on Tarftfs and Trade 
(GATJ1, has recentlywlitten a book that he 
hopes will help alleviate the groWing prob-
lems of regulating the international trade 
in services. 
According to Jackson. this field , which 
includes stock brokerage, telecommunica-
tions. engineering, consulting. construc-
tion and legal services. presents 
quite new and perplexing dilem-
mas that differ substantially from 
the traditional international trade 
in manufactured goods. 
The book, entitled Intema· 
tional Competition in Services: A 
Constitutional Framework, is the 
elaboration of a paper Jackson 
delivered at a November 1987 
conference in Washington. D.C .. 
called !'rade in Services: Open 
Markets and the Uruguay Round 
Negotiations. · sponsored by the 
American Enterprise Institute, 
which published the book. 
and well-defined legal framework for Inter-
national transactions in services and sug-
gests a the GATI model for trade In goods 
will not be of much use In guiding trading 
nations down a non-protectionist path in 
the trade of services. 
While admitting that many of the sug-
gestions In the book are put forward tenta-
tively and declining to discuss specific 
See JACKSON. page SEVEN 
In the brief text. J ackson dis-
cusses the absence ?f a rigorous p 0 0 7 e t:DOWt: 
Prof. J ohn H. Jackson listens during seminar. 
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Going, Not Gone ============JockoonLife=============================================== 
THE LAw ScHooL SnmENT S ENATE held its first 
faculty auction last week. The participation by 
the faculty was good, the package had at least a 
Get Rid of Grades 
modest amount of bnagination and diversity, By Jocl!o Knappmann 
and the student response In bidding was surprls- Why do we have j!rades? 
lngly spirited. This event raised $1159 and was Think about 11. 1 know 1 have recently because they're 
evidently popular with many students. The being posted on the bulletin board. and people seem to feel 
Senate should, and probably will, establish the a need to rush over there and find out their grade ln. say. 
auction as a yearly event . one that fosters inter- Tax. Clearly. people consider them to be an ulllmnte be· 
action In a non-formal setting between faculty all and end-all to law school. However. I also know a lot of 
and students, and serves as a fund-raising mecha- people who cons ider their grades to be a source ofdiscour-
nlsm. agemenl that somehow will dirtale lite res t of I heir lives. 
With these laurels now being tossed to the And that's just garbage. Moreover, it's garbage to have a 
LSSS, here are some constructive comments. system that makes them feel thai way. 
Firstly, keep the event simply an auction. Do However. let's not be too hasty before we qulle prop-
not confuse matters by trying to make it a erly bash the whole conrepl. Firs t. we need to cons ider 
some of I he possible defenses l n favor of glvin~ out ~rades. 
dance/ cocktail party/ auction. Relatedly, it Incidentally. my own grades are distinctly unnoleworlhy. 
would have been more comfortable if tables and just so nobody thinks I'm grind in~ a personal ax. 
chairs were provided for seating, as opposed to Grades measure comprehension q{ course material, 
the floor. This could facllltate buying consortl- which allowsfmnstodeterminewhetherwe'llbeabletodo 
oms planning ofthelrblddlngstrategles, or mere work in that area. Oh really? I'll bet nobody would be 
sociallzlng. surprised to hear thallhere a re vast gaps ofknowlecll!e in 
Secondly, and more importantly, the benefi- classes tha t I did well in. and might have known at one 
clarles of the auction should be the truly needy lime. but have long s ince forgotten. Anyone who experts 
of the community. The organizational budget- me to remember anything from first year except for those 
tng process has ended, and the programs to be few areas I've thought about since are In for a m de shock. 
put on this year are now established. Further, And there's some a reas (like criminal law) that I've learned 
there seems a lack of proportion in comparing a lot about s ince first year because of summer jobs. So 
grades faU both ways. 
the proceeds raised by the successful canned Grades measure comprehensbn of course material. 
food drlve and the auction. Even with a generous period Anothe roh really. There is like no way In the world 
out-pouring of 507 cans by the law community, you can tell me you've taken an In-class final tha t every-
only approximately $380 were raised for the thing you knew was needed to answer the questions. No 
shelters, about 1/3 of the auction's proceeds. It exam can perfectly measure what you s hould have picked 
seems appropriate to follow the enmple of one up on over the course of a semester and give due weight 
of the packages sold, which stipulated that the depending on how much lime and how many pages a 
pic>cee'ds go to 'charity. To the LSSS's credit, talk particula r loplr ocrupled. All exams are at bes t rough 
has already started to gear next year's auction to measures that really can't be counted on. And even lfthey 
fund similar worthy causes locally. have some minuscule amount of probative value. 11 would 
seem that is o11tweighed by the anl!uis h everybody has to 
In bringing up the canned food drive, a note go through because they are graded. 
of congra tulations is deserve d t o the entire law Law students ouer the yec1rs lw1x! always been grc1ded. 
school community for so undly whipping the Up unlit recently. they were also all male and dt•finitely 
Schools of Public Health , Pharmacy , Ch emistry unrepresentative of the popula tion as a whole (t hey still 
and Nursing. We ra ised twice as ma ny can s as a re. but thai's a d ifferent column). Law s tudent s ~~~ing 
the nearest two schools/compe titors combined, typewriters over the years didn't s lop us from goin~ 
and the effort shows a lot of h eart and goodwill. computer when we could. Let's s lop the~ clever analogies 
Way to go, folks , and kudos to the LSSS on and call a s pade a spade: Jus t because irs always been 
organizing the drive and the (hopefully) first done that way Is no reason to do ill hal way now. Period. 
ann hat Facuity Au c'tidn. . · · Gra~es measure how much time and e1for1 you put into 
'-------'~~"rt:'!M:-"-"r..,_.,.....,,..,...,,.y..,:-r.'-"r"'r:".,._......,.......,.....-...a.~ course/,.\!/<} al} l_tn<».\1 .stuclcnts who.o1 re able to gel by on 
less effort. Hey. I'm one of those. I just have an u ncanny 
ability to focus on what's relevant and pick it up quickly 
while il!noring everything else. I a lso knowingly skip 
male1ial that I presul!ll: will not be relevant , and I'm 
us ually right. lhou~h nul always. 
Grades measure how smart you are. Obvious ly not at 
all true. If il were. then how <'Ollle you mn gel d iiTe rent 
grades in d iOe rent classes if you're just as inle llil!ent the 
whole lime? Everyone knows I hal this argu ment ain't true 
because everybody know:, the Super Genius with ave!<lge 
waclcs and the Stupid Idiot with 'A's. No, I probably 
shouldn't have even included this argument and wouldn't 
have exrepl thai some law llnns seem to buy into il hook. 
line and s inker. 
Grades measure something or other and are therefore 
reliable. Another losin~ argument. To my dying day. I'll 
never understand my !!racks in ('on tracts. Labor Law and 
EO. Incidentally. there's ~ood and bad in I hat grou p. Lord 
knows I have wondered what it is that raused me to get the 
grades I have in various rlasses and I'm still wonderin[.!-
which should tell you something. especially cons idering I 
:-eally have spent a lot of lime thinking of why things could 
have worked out I he way they did and have yet to come up 
with anything remotely close to an answer. So there. 
Grades are important Final argument. and wrong 
a lso given a proper sense of pcrspP.clive. Don't think of it 
In terms ofbein~ the key to get ling a job at U1e Perfect Finn 
(an elus ive and undiscemible concept regardless of what 
some people may think about the offer they accepted). 
Odds are you're gonna be changing two or three years out 
anyway. after you get a clue on what's really going on in the 
legal world instead of foUowing the Law School grapevine 
like herds of s heep. Actually. I guess sheep flock rather 
than herd. 
So why do we have grades? Jocko"s theory: 
The Law School is ruled lJy people who got good grades 
and see the system that worked for them as the only system 
that makes sense (I.e .. prq/(•ssors}. These professors vole 
their self-int erest. as it were. s ince admitting that grades 
a rc ridiculous would render their own good grades equally 
ridiculous. 
Given the rigors of llrst year. it woulc;l only make sense 
to ease tile cmvtiona l burden by making those classes 
Pass / Fail. Iatcrviewing for second-year jobs would then 
be untainted by grade;;. !ley. if people are that lns i lent 
about grad~. then pulthem into second and third years 
where stude1~s are able to deal with them a little bit better 
Ins tead of using them to throw a? cl!lional pr~ssur~ ?~1o 
first year.s. Qr.~~~~¥et., g~Vjqnf M!.~ 9a.t!\.ll.l\~m\ffl)h 
• ' • • • lo. • ... ' • 
Opinion 
========~·~Md~~mt========================================================================= 
Living the Sheltered .Life 
By Robert Golclberc 
A shameful sore is festering In our legal tower , and It's 
about time somebody did something about ft. 
I'm talking about the lazy lndUTerence- perhaps even 
condescending hostility- lavished on clinical law here. 
Faculty members with whom I spoke insist the problem Is 
simply one of benign misunderstanding. But I, being the 
classic conspiracy theorist. suspect darker forces. some-
thing on the order of Sandalow-style snobbery. 
I took Clinical Law I - the Law School's main clinic-
last semester. It was the best course I have ever taken -
lhe most Instructive. the most Insightful and. most Impor-
tant. the most thrilling. It was worlds better than classes 
lve had with the so-called superstars a round here. 
In just one semester. clinic students are taught how to 
interview clients. draft pleadings. negotiate with opposing 
counsel. examine \vi loesses. make objections -In short. 
how to practice real-life law. as opposed to the esoteric 
appellate slop we're constantly stuffed with. In just four 
months. clinic students are transformed from typical 
know-nothings to reasonably capable pseudolawyers. 
And they' re tu rned loose on the courts! The state of 
Wchlgan allows students to practice In court alongside 
honest-to-Cod lawyers (thanks to J.J. White. who drafted 
the rule 15 years ago). It's really an Incredible e..xperlence. 
My partner and I tried a case. A real judge. real cUents. real 
witnesses, real subpoenas. real exhibits. What a trtp. 
This Is an opportunity to grab. Most of us (the 96 
percent who join large firms) won't see the inside of a 
courtroom for years. And even then. we'll do only the 
prellmJnary grunt-work for the senior partner who tries 
the one-In-a -hundred case that goes to trial. So-called 
"litigation· lawyers don't get out of the office very much. 
Enough advertising: now for the problems. First. the 
I.aw School commits very little serious support to clinics 
(there are only four). Other than providing office space 
(and as the basement groups prove. anybody can get office 
space). the School funds less than three faculty positions. 
The res t of the clinical faculty have to scrounge for public 
funding and prtvate grants. Law schools half Michigan's 
s ize - Yale. Chicago. USC- devote double this much. 
The main clinic can accommodate only 20 students 
per semester - less than one third the number that sign 
up. So only 40 lucky people from each class of380 enjoy 
the experience. for you s nail darter devotees. the environ-
mental clinic takes only four people each semester. You've 
got a better chance of getting gunned down by narco-
terrorlsts than getting in that class. 
What's going on here? Michigan. like Its blue-blooded 
brethren. fashions itself a "theo retical" Institution, far 
above the piddling messiness of ·practical" life. Most 
professors here have never practiced law. And being the 
hyperlnteUectual purists that academia cultivates. they 
s neer with thinly veiled disdain at the workaday world . 
This pervasive attitude contributes to faculty neglect 
of clinics. And. truth be told . it rubs off on us. Increasing 
s tudent dis in terest In clinics as well. Afier all we're rather 
s usceptible to Michigan's smug elitism. Clin ical profes-
sors are paid less and untenured. Clinics aren't enthusi-
astically trumpeted. A decent number of students don't 
even know they exist. 
In the midst of these bitter ruminations. I s poke with 
Professor Seligman. I'd read his book The High Citadel 
over break. This 1978 blistering critique of Harvard L.av.< 
rings as powerfully true here now as it did there then. 
Seligma n's book devotes much a tten tion to the vital 
importance of. and depressing underemphasis on. clinical 
education. Hewritesofthe"prindpal cunicularweakness 
of American legal education: By fully excludin g practical 
train ing from the formal education of their s tudents. 
Amer ican law schools employ the least-direct methods for 
training students In much of what lawyers actually do.· 
He advocates Increased clinical stress "for the same rea-
sons that one would not expect doctors to perform surgery 
until completing Internship.· 
Over a Yogwtch In TCBY. I asked Seligman- once a 
long-haired Nader's Raider and still a "closet radical" 
according to another professor - how things now look 
from the other s ide. 
He said the general mood among the faculty Is not so 
much apathy. but indifference (talk about semantics). 
faculty members are jus t too damn busy. Seligman works 
day and night on his multi-volume treatise and just 
doesn't have time to spread his energies elsewhere. 
Nevertheless. he said . there Is concern among the 
faculty and Improvements a re on the way. Last year the 
Law School authorized long-term contracts. resembling 
tenure. for clinical professors. And the administration Is 
currently awaiting the report of a blue-ribbon commission 
that studied ~lchigan·s clinical programs last semester. 
Awarding the contracts and Implementing any recom-
mendations offered by the commission would be the very 
least the School could do. Over time. Michigan should also 
double the clinical faculty and expand Into new subject 
areas. Bu t let's not get crazy. 
There should be a clinical requirement for graduation. 
Yale has one. It's unthinkable that lawyers could leave 
Michigan never having encountered anything more real 
than a Don Regan hypothetical. 
I'm incredulous whenever I see L.aw Review-types 
ferociously debating subtle Intellectual nuances. It's not 
their fault; they really don't have the foggiest notion j ust 
how different thln$s look from the legal trenches. The one 
Great Lesson I took away from last summer was just how 
irrelevant so much of law school seems. 
Alas. unless somebody ligh ts a fire. it's destined to 
stay that way. 
==========~~senwwOpmwn ============================================================================= 
The ACLU: Enemy of Decency 
By J erome Pinn 
During the recently completed Presidential campaign . 
George Bush frequently attacked Michael Oukakls for 
being a s trong supporter of the American Civil Uberties 
Union. During the Sept. 25 debate. then Vice President 
said. "Just take a look at the positions ofthe ACLU. I don 't 
want my 10-year-old grandchild to go Into an X-rated 
movie. I'd like those rating systems !kept). I don't think 
they're right to try to take the tax exemption away from the 
Catholic Church. I don't want to see the kJddy porno-
graphic laws repealed .· In b ringing Michael OukakJs's 
aJiillation with the ACLU to the attention of the American 
people, was George Bush unfairly questioning Oukakls's 
patriotism? Not at all. Michael DukakJs told an audience 
in Iowa that he was proud to be a ·ca rd-canytng member" 
of the ACLU. 
Indeed. throughout his political career, Michael 
Dukakls supported the ACLU's agenda. When Dukakls 
was a member of the Massachusetts legislature In the 
early 1970s, he introduced legislation calling for repeal of 
all state laws prohibiting sodomy. abort ion and bestiality. 
The Duke wanted to legalize not only coveting your 
neighbor's wtfe. but also your neighbor's dog as w~ll. 
It was more than legitimate for George Bush to men-
tion Dukakis's affiliation with the ACLU. because if the 
American people were aware of the ACLU's official posi-
Uons on a varlety of Issues, they would be repulsed at how 
ACLU values are hostile to their own. For example. the 
ACWs officially opposes ·any restraint on· the right to 
create. publish or distribute materials to adults. or the 
rtght o( adults to choose the materials they read or view. 
oo the basJa o( obscenity, pornography or Indecency.· 1be 
ACLU believes that "ll)aws which punish the dis tribution 
or exposure of such materials to minors violate the First 
Amendment.· This would certainly be news to our Found-
ers. authors of the flrst Amendment. but then no one 
seems to care what they thought The ACLU thus opposes 
laws against child pornography and laws that prohibit the 
sale of pornography to minors. 
The ACLU belJeves that the film classification system. 
which designates movies C. PG. PG-13, Rand X. consti-
tutes censorship and should be eliminated. The ACLU 
holds that the words ·under God. m the Pledge of Alle-
giance are unconstitutional and supports the removal of 
"In God We Trust· from aU coins. The ACLU favors gay 
maniage and the right of gay couples to adopt children. 
The ACLU s upports the legalization of aU drugs. including 
crack and angel dust, stating In its official policy guide that 
"the introduction of substances Into one's own~ is a 
cMl liberty guaranteed by the U.S. Constitution. 
The ACLU favors freedom for anned robbers, rapists, 
child molesters and crack dealers, believing that aU should 
receive probation, not prison sentences. ACLU Polley No. 
242 says: "Probation should be authorized by the legtsla-
ture in every case. exceptions to the principle are not 
favored, and any exceptions. if made, shouJd be Umited to 
the most serious offenses. such as murder or treason ... 
. Tile suspended sentence with probation sbouJd be the 
preferred fonn of treatment. to be chosen always un1esa 
the circumstances plainly caD fOr greater severity.· On 
other matters of cr1m1na1 law, the ACWs name would 
more aptly be the American Crtmloal Lobby's UnJon. 
The ACW frequently leaps to the attack when a state 
enacts laws that favor ooe ~- over another. • 1be 
Caltfornla branch of the ACLU sent a letter to California 
legislators Informing them that a sex education bill for the 
public schools violated the First Amendment. The blll was 
unconstitutional. the ACLU wrote. because "teaching that 
monogamous, heterosexual intercourse within marrlage 
is a tradJUonal American value Is an unconstitutional 
establishment of a religious doctrine In public school!... 
Tnere are various religions which hold contrary beliefs 
with res pect to maniage and monogamy.· One may ask 
why atheists cannot hold this belief. 
The ACLU Is a champion of abortion on demand. The 
ACLU boas ts of Its Involvement In over 70 percent of the 
litigation op;x>s lng res traints on abortion. It fights for 
taxpayer funding of the procedu:-e and argues tha t minors. 
girls as young as 14. have a right to abortlon without 
parental consent or even notlflcatlon. The ACLU Is an 
enemy of the unborn. showing its lack of sensitivity on the 
subject when a few years ago (as part of a fundraiser) the 
Louisiana cha pter auctioned off an a bortion. One would 
have tOOught the auctioning away of a human belng·s 
rights In the South ended a century ago. 
These are only a few examples of the ACLU's behavior. 
There are many more that George Bush could have 
Invoked. but chose not to. Perhaps the ACLU has In the 
past supported various noble causes. but gtven theACLU's 
current positions and efforts. It is fair to characterize It as 
a menace to decency In America today. The ACLU con-
tends its poliCies. whJch are hosUJe to religion and tradi-
tional moralJty, are required by the U.S. Constitution. I 
chooeetobelleYeJohnAdams. wbowrote. "OurConsUtuUon 
was made only foe a moral and rdiglous people. It Ia wholly 
Inadequate for the g<wernment of any other.· 
. . 
Which Bar Review 
·Doesn't Charge Extra 
For Its Extras? 
D A certain bar review ~plan- SMH Bar 
course which charges Review Services which 
an extra $95 to $225 includes a comprehen-
for its "multistate sive Multistate Ques-
workshop." tion Volume, 18 hours 
of in-class Multistate 
Question analysis, 2 
practice exams, and a 
Diagnostic Analysis to 
identify strengths and. 
weaknesses, all woven 
into an integrated 
review course at no 
extra charge. 
Ask The Right Questions, 
Get The Right Answers. 
See }'OUr Campus Rep, or call: 
STANllYIL STANLEY H. KAPLAN 
EDUCATIONAL CENTER LTD. KAPIAN .. SMH 
BAR REVIEW SERVICES 
(800) 223·1782 (800) 343·9188 
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Discovering What Is Really Important 
By James Henderson 
In one Important way. my childhood ended last week. 
You see. my dog, Benjamin. had to be put to sleep. This 
was not easy for me. Benjamin was truly my dog for more 
than half of my life, and as many pets do, he holds a very 
large place In my heart. 
Not only was he my best companion for more than 12 
years. but he also taught me a Jot. Had I never known Ben, 
I may not have realized how many fantastic things there 
are In this world, outside of what I have been exposed to 
In "the real world.· Benjamin did not care about whether 
Ronald Reagan was Pres ident, whether the Bears de-
sttoyed the Patriots In the Super Bowl or whether I got a 
job for the summer (although he probably would have 
wanted me home). He did care about running after sticks 
and not returning them to me, managing to get filthy In the 
nearby mud puddle, canytng the newspaper to my mother 
In the morning and getting his tummy scratched. 
I have realized that these things are truly more Impor-
tant than anything my friends may hear, or you may read, 
me complaining about. For whatever may bother me 
bout law school or politics or spor ts, nothing can bother 
me more than knowing I wUJ not see Benjamin ever again. 
There is currently a book on the New York Times best-
seller Ust titled All I Ever Really Needed to Know I Learned 
in Kindergarten. Author Robert Fulghum's premise Is: 
"Wisdom was not at the top of the graduate school 
mountain but there In the sandbox at nursery school.· I 
think this makes a great deal of sense. We at Michigan Law 
School have many reasons to believe (and rightfully so) 
that what we are doing Is Important. not only for ourselves 
but for the world In general. We will someday soon help 
brtngjustice to those who may not have otherwise received 
lt. However. when I hear of first-year students complain-
Ing that they don't have summer Jobs yet or of third years 
describing all the fantastic fringe benefits they received 
last summer from their firms . I have to cringe because they 
are placing a great deal of Importance In something thal 
within a short amount of time, will be forgotten . Answer 
this question: Would you rather be studying In sub-3 or 
playing with your pet? No contest. right? 
I know we can't deny all that the "real world" asks of 
us. I loved Ben very much. yet I was away at school for 
most of his last six years. It would be heart-wrenching to 
hear that Ben would walt at the top of the driveway for me, 
but nevertheless. I had to be at school In order to better 
myself. Although I would not have changed the path I have 
followed, it is Impor tant that I tried to keep all that I have 
done In perspective. 
Benjamin was a dog that deserved a tribute. He would 
============nmabout ================================================== 
Reflections on the New Year 
By Tony Tunnell 
I am going to start off this new column by taking a look 
t the new year , 1989. The University has made a pleasant 
hange for the new year; It has decided to cancel classes 
n honor of Martin Luther Klng Jr. ·s birthday. I am sure 
 speak for many in congra tulating Michigan for making 
the right choice. King was a great man who accomplished 
so much In such a short span of time. One can only 
V."Onderwhat the man might have accomplished lfhe were 
allowed to live out a normal life span. 
There:: Is one question I have for Michigan: What Is 
Diversity Day? Many people worked hard and long to 
establish King's birthday as a national holiday. and stlll 
some states do not recognize it. The reason It was so ha rd 
to make King's b irthday a national holiday was not be-
cause anyone doubted the Impact he made on America. 
The problem for some people was tha t Klng was a black 
man. Since we have advanred our society to the point 
where the vast majority of Americans can accept a black 
man as a national t reasure. I do not believe that it does any 
JUStice to dilute this accomplishment by throwing In the 
ad hoc concept of "diversity day.· Congratulations still 
goes to the University. but next year Just make it happy 
birthday to Martin Luther King. and save "Diversity Day" 
for another day. 
Unfortunately. some things have not changed with the 
new year. and that Is reflected In that five s tates still do not 
recognize King's birthday. I am not sure which states 
make up the five. but I do know that Arizona is at the 
fore front of these "misfit· states. While people all over the 
country celebrated the accomplishment of Klng. and 
enVIsioned a futu re that is fairer and kinder, some Arizo-
nan "earholes" who appropriately refer to themselves as 
"skinheads" marched through the streets of Phoeni.x car-
rying Nazi flags and screeching racial insults. Just in case 
you do not know what a "skinhead· is. it is defrned as a 
poor excuse for a huma n being who feeds on the fear and 
suffering of the weak and defenseless. So that you do not 
underestimate their cruelty. I might add that these skin-
heads have been responsible for at least sLx deaths in 
1988. As you might Imagine, It could be a very uneasy, 
feeling knowing that you, your friends and your family are 
the poten tial prey of a depraved group of young maniacs. 
Along with any uncomfortable feelings that might 
come with the new year. there Is one thing we can all take 
comfort ln. and that Is Ronald Reagan is on his way out of 
the White House (hooray). Of course, some people will be 
sad to see him go. but I for one am ecstatic that old Ron will 
finally be put out to pasture. During the eight years of 
Ron's reign he never once met with any civil-rights leaders. 
He alone has the distinction of being the worst President 
In modem history concerning civil rights. His administra-
tion all but Ignored the suffering going on in southern 
Africa. and then sponsored the UNITA rebel group that 
spreads death and dissension In that region. In Central 
America. Reagan felt it was his duty to supply the contra 
rebels \\ith the tools of death. and as 1f this were not 
enough. he al.so gave arms to the hostile power of Iran. 
Although I did not ,·ote for George Bush, I have high 
hopes for his effectiveness as President. I originally 
pictured Bush as an Ineffectual clone of Ron Reagan, but 
I am beginning to see him Ina different light. In a complete 
departure from the style of his predecessor. Bush has met 
with the president of the NAACP. Benjamin Hooks, and 
has conferred with Jesse Jackson. Bush claims he shares 
"common ground" with these men. If this is true. then 
maybe 1989 will bring a change for the better In the 
unlikely form of George Bush. 
never have won the Westminster Dog Show, and even 
though he was a springer spaniel, he would never have 
been a good hunting dog (the only ttme he heard a hunting 
rifle fired, he cowered and crawled back home). But he had 
a character that few dogs could match. What other dog, 
while "his boy" was at school, would take a tennis ball up 
to a horse. looking for someone to play with? 
If you 've managed to read this far. that makes me feel 
good. I wish you had had the chance to meet Ben. I'm sure 
he would have made your tall wag as much as he made 
mine. 
========~~~Ob~~======== 
Leave Racism Out 
By Don Wheaton 
Currently on trial In federal court. a 35-year -old 
Detroit District Court Judge has been charged with accept-
inggifts and about $3.000 In bribes to fix traffic tickets and 
misdemeanor cases. He Is also charged with fraud for 
giving a Bloomfield Hills address Instead of his own In 
Detroit to save about $1.600 In Insurance on his Jaguar. 
If convicted, he could spend more than 20 years In prison. 
But Leon Jenkins maintains his Innocence, and one of 
his defenses Is that he Is the victim of a racist Investigation, 
part of an overall racist plot against black leaders tn 
Detroit. Specl11cally. Jenkins protests that he was tar-
geted by an FBI lnvesUgatlon tnto possible corruption In 
the 36th District Court's criminal division simply because 
he Is black. 
Sadly. Judge Jenkins. that is not the Issue. The only 
issue \vith which we are concerned at the present moment 
is: Are you, a Judge sworn to uphold the law, guilty of 
breaking the law? 
Jenkins says he accepted gifts from people but per-
formed no judlclal favors In exchange for them. He may 
have adjourned cases to alter dates. but the presents were 
acts of friendship and not bribes. Furthermore. J enkins 
says. th~ FBI Informant aggressively pushed gifts upon hlm 
to set him up for federal indictment. 
This Is a valid defense s trategy. 
But the evidence on behalf of the government Is 
s trong. The government has tape-recorded conversations 
to prove Jenkins used his position to take bribes of money 
and gifts in exchange for "dismissing· cases. In several 
other instances. Jenkins allegedly took cash. free grocer-
ies. liquor, gasoline a nd gifts for future Judicial favors. 
Jenkins also Is charged with listing a fraudulent address 
on his auto-Insurance certificate. 
It makes no difference 1f Jenkins Is black. white or any 
other color or creed. If the man Is proven guilty. he's guilty. 
Ignorance of the law Is no excuse, especially In the case of 
a judge sworn to uphold it. It is extremely unforgivable, if 
the government's allegations are proved true. for a judge 
to misu54t his authortty and power In such an egregious 
way. 
Jenkins has raised the specter of racial -~cearthy­
ism. " if you will. by asserting that the only reason he was 
indicted is because he Is black. Racism is not a valid 
defense for a crime such as this. By asserting that racism 
got him Indicted. Jenkins Is desensitiZing the public to 
actual and valid complatnts of racist behavior. Uke the 
boy who cried wolf. Jenkins Is hurting those who deserve 
attention: those who have been truly victimized by racist 
acts. Racism did not Indict Jenkins -- It was his own 
allegedly IUegal behavior. 
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Diversity Forum Examines Pluralism 
By Clinton Elliott sor of classics. Scodel. for her part, said that Greek were mentioned.· she added. '"The Persian 
While much of the Law School's atten- He said that the term -western" has historians such as Herodotus and lyric wars reconfirmed the central mythology of 
tion was focused on last week's Mock Trial gone through three distinct definitions since poets such as Homer were conscious of the Iliad.· asserted Scodel, noting that ~e 
presentation, Law School Profs. Bruce Frier the end of classical antiquity. The first was their ethnic heritage and the dis tinc tions defeat of the Persians signaled a new era m 
and J.B. White were helping to lead a arellgiousdistinctionbaseduponthespllt betweenthemselvesandother, non-West- the ancient Greek International self-per-
discussion called -western CMlization In a between the Eastern Orthodox and West- em people. cepUon. "llte Trojan War was a paradigm 
Multicultural Uruverslty" In the Depart- em Catholic church dating from the 11th Moreover, she maintained that as ea rly for relations between the West and the 
ment of Classics at Angell Hall. century. as the 5th century B.C., Herodotus and hls East,· she added. 
That forum, which also featured the The second phase was the geographl· contemporartesweremakingethnographlc "Western civilization ls a difficult and 
comments of Ruth Scodel. a professor of cal and sociological distinction between reflections of considerable sophistication evolving phenomena from which we cannot 
Greek and Latin, focused on the West and the Occident (West) and the Orient, with about the character and civtllzations of escape.· said Scodel. suggesting that the 
Its cultural relationship to non-Western the former tracing Its Intellectual and so- non-Western people all across the ancient elasticity of the term is indispensable to its 
cultures based on a reading of the first clalheritagefromancientGreeceandRome world. s urvival. "Even those Ideas of the West 
chapter of Edward Said's Ort.entalism. and seeing Itself In cultural and mllit.ary According to Scodel, this Western which we like most were created ln way'S 
DUI1nghislntroductoryremarks,Frier. opposition to the East, which was repre- "ethnographic" Innovation fostered an that contradict what we like most about 
who served as the facilitator of the event. sen ted by India. Islam. and China. In this enduring lnter-cultual perception and them.· 
spoke about the origins and shifting deflnl- analysis, the Renaissance was responsible methodology that persists to the present Professor White, who holds an ap-
Uons of the the term "Western" and some for the widespread and highly selective day. However. In the ancient world. the polntment In the English Department and 
aspects of the the current debate about adoption of ancestral traditions and fun- Greeks were concerned with themselves Is an adjunct professor of classics. said 
curriculum reform and what works of lit- damentalculturalandphilosophicalldeas. versus others who they called "barbarl- that the ancient Mediterranean world was 
erature or philosophy s hould be the stan- He insisted that the process necessar- ans, • a tenn that originally denoted the characterized by enormous cultural diver-
dard bearers of modern Western clvlllza- lly involved the union of intrinsically an- alleged incomprehens ibility of foreign Ian- sity and that certain modem classicists 
Uon. tagonlstic Ideas that would have shocked guages. With the military and social have employed a "sinister dexterity'" in 
Maintaining that there Is an "abiding the venerated sensibilities of many an triumph of Greek ideas. In general. and Interpreting the past and building up a 
lack of clarity" In determining how to define ancient author and social commentator. Hellenism, in particular, the term took on corpus of ideas bearing on the study of the 
Wes tern civilization, Frier explained that Finally, he said that the term now has Its more familiar and Insidious con nola- classical humanities. 
Stanford University's recent decision to Its post-WWli Cold War meaning In the Uon. He maintained that during the last 
modify Its West em Civilization course was strategic sense represented by the super- "Plato used gender as a fundamental century. the classics acted as a sort of 
brought about by a diverse student body's powers and there respective spheres of dis tinction,· said Scodel. "Women were hand-malden to cultural imperialis m and 
antipathy to an offering that was "ostenla- Influence. preferably not mentioned , bu t barba rians see PLURALISM, page SEVEN 
Uously old-fashioned." Frier asserted that two important 
"Many students of color felt that their questions arose from this analysis: will 
rich cultural traditions were cast Into the any concept of the West survive Into the 
shade by the exclusivity of the Stanford 21s t century and has the West lost its grip 
program,· said Frier. who In In addition to on the imagination or the ability to adapt to 
his responsibilities In the Quad is a profes- changing times? 
AIDS and Human Rights 
Continued from Page ONE 
Kirby noted that only one country. 
Cuba. has taken that course, testing citi-
zens returning to the country from abroad. 
But slnce tourists aren't tested or con-
trolled, this Is unlikely to halt the spread of 
the d isease in the CO!JDtry. The result is 
that people who could stlll contribute to the 
economy and are unlikely to spread the 
disease are betng Isolated from society. 
Kirby further showed the financial cost 
of Isolating victims In the US and Australia 
prohibits such an action. "If concentration 
camps were effective, they would sWJ be 
Intolerable,· said the Justice, but he also 
Insis ted that they would not be effective. 
Kirby drew a parallel to the problem of 
syphilis In the early part of the century. 
·we have the preview of the film with 
syphiJis - It was a long term condition. 
frequently fatal. transmitted by sex," and 
drastic measures were taken to control it. 
30.000 prostitutes were arrested in the US 
durtng WorldWarl to prevent the disease's 
spread to the troops. Britain Imposed 
heavy penalties for transmission. and re-
quired mandatory reporting. But. said 
Kirby, none of these meas ures was effec-
tive. 
In 1911. the Royal Commission on 
Venereal Disease recommended that the 
only way to control the disease was to 
receive the support of those who had It -
and the only way to do that was to protect 
their civil rights with anonymous tes ting 
and non-punitive reporting. 
Kirby feels this should also be the role 
of human rights in AIDS. "What we there-
fore have to do is convince people of a 
paradox: to be effective in controlling this 
disease we must guarantee the human 
rights of the victims.· Justice Kirby em-
phasized a need to bring this paradox to 
public notice. 
Communication Is at a premium In 
dealing with AIDS. "Something has to be 
done, and talking about It will be an impor-
tant part of the events of the next few 
years." Effectively dealtng with the Issue 
requires thorough knowledge of the data -
how to Identify the na ture of the virus and 
Its transmission - and of the audience we 
are lrytng to reach. 
Justice Kirby ended by quoting 
Shakespeare's Sonnet #29, which he said 
had been one of the great consolations to a 
friend of his who had died of AJDS: 
When, in disgrace With fortune and men's eyes, 
I all alone beweep my outcast s tate, 
And trouble deaf heaven With my bootless crles, 
And look upon myself, and curse my fa te, 
W!s hlng me like to one more rich In hope, 
Featured like him, llke him with fr1ends pos-
sessed, 
Desiring this man's art and that man's scope, 
With what I most enjoy contented least: 
Yet in these thoughts myself a lmost dcspt.sing, 
Haply I think on thee-and then my s tate, 
Like to the lark a t break of day artslng 
From suUcn earth, sings hymns at heaven's 
gate; 
For thy sweet love remembered such wealth 
brings 
That then I scorn to change my state with kings. 
Said Kirby in closing. "AJDS Is about 
death, It's about sex, but It's also about love 
... IW]e should not sacrl11ce our pursuit of 
happiness." Nor, said he. s hould we sacri-
fice our human rights. 
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LL.M. Degree in Banking Law Studies 
A unique graduate program offering separate, multi-
disciplinary courses of study in American Banking Law 
Studies and in International Bankio;~ Law Studies. 
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Jackson Book Suggests Trade Framework 
Continued from Page ONE 
service sectors or possible detailed rules 
for specific service sector Issues, J ackson 
argues that any potential agreement must 
necessartly Involve delicate International 
trade-offs between individual national 
sovereignties and world economic welfare. 
Furthermore. he maintains that his 
arguments implicitly favor a rule-oriented 
approach over a power-oriented method, 
v.ith the former representing legality and 
predlcabillty and the latter subject to the 
relative power positions of trading nations. 
"A rule-oriented approach, by way of 
contrast, would sugges t that a rule be 
formulated which makes broad policy sense 
for the benefit of the world and the parties 
roncemed, and that there should be an 
artempt to develop insti tutions to Insure 
the highest degree of adherence to that 
rule," writes Jackson In the introduction. 
"All diplomacy, and Indeed all govern-
ment, involves a mixture of these tech-
niques. To a large degree, a the history of 
civilization may be described as a gradual 
evolution from a power oriented approach. 
m the s tate of nature, to a rule oriented 
approach ... a particularly strong argument 
exists for pursuing evenhandedly and with 
a fixed direction the progress of Interna-
tional economic affairs toward a rule ori-
ented approach.· 
During an Interview with The Res Ges-
tae last week, Jackson suggested that the 
International trade In services was espe-
cially troublesome and complex because 
very little Is k?own about trade In these 
areas and many International governments. 
while anxious to negotiate a solid trade 
protocol on these Issues, are, nevertheless, 
reluctant to relinquish sovereignty in such 
doubtful circumstances. 
"These services are a large part of the 
modem economy and are growing faster 
than the trade In goods,· said Jackson. 
"The United States felt that there needed to 
be a framework developed to ltmlt protec-
tionist threats to growth in these areas,· he 
added, nottng that the Issue of services was 
a key element of the Uruguay Round, the 
eighth set of GATI negotiations. 
"We are interested in developing a loose 
International agreement that will permJt 
an evolving structure for specl11c service 
sector agreements in three or four areas of 
Interest,· said Jackson. ·one s tmply can-
not amend the GATI to fit the needs tn 
services because many of the provisions for 
the trade in goods s imply do not apply. 
"The most key possible objection is the 
National Treatment Obligation. that stipu-
lates tha t a nation must treat foreign 
service providers at least as favorably as 
domestic service producers,· said Jackson, 
who writes that such an agreement is the 
core of ·meaningful international disci-
pline· against protectionist measures hin-
dering the trade of services. 
"In a field such as telecommunlca-
Pluralism Subj ect of Forum 
Continued from page SIX 
that they tended to reinforce ques\lonable 
notions of Western cult ural superiority. 
In his analysis, modem personalilies 
such as best-selling author Alan Bloom, 
former US Education Secretary William 
Bennett a nd. to some lesser e:xtcnt. E.D. 
Hirsh ali u rge the study of the classics as • 
a sort of pledge of allegiance· that will 
mduce the proper respect for highly-eiHist 
and divisive cultural notions. 
for him. the struggle for multicultu-
ralism in form and substance in the mod· 
em university should proceed along the 
lines of preserving a less biased readtng of 
the texts and encouraging greater respect 
for cultural diversity. That Is. the central 
question is how to think about the "clas-
sics" and the rest of our "high cultural 
tradition" In a pluralistic world. 
He suggested that the ·authoritarian· 
lrad!Uon allegedly bequeathed by the clas-
sics was Jess authoritaria n than It was 
crttlcal. The Greek historian Thucydides, 
for instance. was concerned not only with 
reporting the Athenian power struggles of 
his day. but also the Intrinsic ironies Inher-
ent in power. 
""The s tudy of the old is also the study 
of the other. · said White. "A horizontal 
analysis of contemporary cultures Is com-
pelling. b ut It is not the only way ... The 
particular value of the classical texts Is In 
their meaning.· added White. who declared 
himselfln favor ofa view of cultural thought 
as 'language bound.' "Proof of merit Is not 
just survival. but meaningful survival. 
Curious ly enough, although the dis-
cussion was convened on a day to com-
memo rate the vision and achlevemen ts of a 
s lain. black clvll rights leader, the dichot-
omy that the speakers chose to pursue was 
between Europe and Asia. 
Africa, which has figured prominently 
In western literature s ince Homer wrote of 
the "blameless Ethiopians" In his Iliad and 
Herodotus devoted a considerable propor-
tion of Book II of his Histories to the 
marvelous civilization of Ancient Egypt. 
was virtually Ignored. 
This somewhat tnadmlsslble omiss ion 
Is all the more troubling s ince the historical 
record will d early show that Egypt "ruled 
the East" a full millenia before the rtse of 
Persia and that the Greeks. as the first 
representatives of the West. were very well 
aware of this indisputably African society's 
greatness and even went so far as to estab-
lish their intellectual capital at Alexandria 
in the western Nile delta. 
This Intellectual tradition was largely 
based on the accumulated African wisdom 
which their greatest scholars had been 
tapping for generations. In fact, the same 
Herodotus that Scodel has occasslon to 
refer to earlier makes it absolutely clear 
that the Greeks were tndebted to the Egyp-
tians for the fundamental aspects of their 
religion and Important elements of science 
and geometry. 
Thus. although the Classics Depart-
ment sponsored a discussion that went a 
long way towards challenging its Illy-white 
reputation. it fell far short of the possibili-
ties presented by the material or the neces-
s ities demanded by the occasion. Diversity 
in this context seems, s till. to operate within 
a relalively narrowly controlled range. 
Uons, where there is a significant national 
security Interest, most governments will be 
reluctant to allow foreigners the same degree 
of JatiUude as domestic producers," he 
added. 
"Another area of difficulty, especially 
In fields such as financial and legal serv-
Ices, will be the minimum level of compe-
tency required to render the service in 
question." 
Jackson suggested that Europe's 
Impending Integration in 1992 could po-
tentially serve as a model for a "multilateral 
system· capable of providig guidance on 
many of these issues. The recently negoti-
ated United States-CanadaFreeTradeArea 
agreement. which includes "apparently 
successful agreements on services,· Is, 
accordingly to Jackson's analysis, proba-
bly of ltmlted ulility in a broader multilat-
eral context because "the United States 
and Canada have cultures, economies, and 
legal s tructures that are much more simi· 
Jar than those of probably any other 
members of Gatl • 
He has recommended that the interna-
tional negotiation proceed on a sector by 
sector basis. a proposition opposed by the 
United States, which prefers a generaliZed 
National Treat Obligation clause that will 
be evenly applied. 
"I think It is politically unlikely and 
probably unwise for nations to impose a 
nalional treatment obligation on services 
trade generally, including unnamed and 
unknown service sectors,· writes J ackson. 
National leaders would understandable 
heslitate to enter into such blank-check 
obligation, which could cut deeply into 
exis ting and fu ture governmen t relations 
and tread on sovereign toes in an uncom-
fortable way." 
followtng Jackson's dJscusion of the 
salient issues, the closing chapter of the 
book contains a critical evaluation of some 
of his ideas and propositions, tncluding 
contributions from John S. Reed, chair-
man of Cltlcorp, Geza feketekuty, coun-
selor to the U.S. Trade Representative, 
and John Spero, senior vice president for 
international governmental affairs at the 
American Express Company, among oth-
ers. 
"The time seems propitious for the 
development of an International regime to 
try to tnhlblt the purely protectionist Im-
pulses of governments before they lead to 
national regulatory systems the become 
hardened and dUficult to dismantle,· writes 
Jackson. 
·world welfare might be considerable 
enhanced by a system that would forestall 
or dismantle some fo the more purely pro-
tectionist governmental regulation of serv-
Ices. We cannot always assume, however. 
that the famlliar and traditional economic 
doctrines relating to trade tn goods, such 
as the doctrine of comparative advantage 
(Itself under some attack), apply equally 
to trade In services, allhough certainly 
some respected economists seem to think 
that they do,· he continues. 
Pending the ratification of any forth-
coming agreements on the trade tn serv-
Ices emerging from the Uruguay round of 
GA1T negotlalions. J ackson's book serves 
as an excellent primer for an area that is 
bound to be the source of much interna-
tional trade fricllon as services continue 
to outpace goods as a percentage of eco-




By Scott Gessle r 
The I.SSS Social Committee recently 
announced its upcoming calendar for the 
spring semester. In addition to the tradi-
tional welcome back party, tropics party . 
faculty wine and cheese mi"Xer, spring cloth-
Ing sale, law revue, and year's end happy 
hour. the Committee expects to sponsor 
several new events. 
Next month students will have a chance 
to Ice skate at Yost Arena, with the commit-
tee covering the entry fees. The largest 
event of the year will occur on february 11. 
when law s tudents will have a chance to 
gamble and dance loa live swing band. The 
party will require semi-formal attire, and 
upon entrance each student will receive a 
sum of play money wilh which to gamble. 
At the end of the night. s tudents can pur-
chase prizes with their winnings at a gen -
eral auction. 
The I.SSS Social Committee also plans 
two more parties featuring live bands. one 
in conjunction ·with the Phi Delta Phi house. 
The other will take place late in the semes-
ter outside in the law quad during the 
afternoon. Students will also be treated to 
a barbecue. 
In March the committee will be show-
lng the NCAA finals on a large screen 
television television. During that same 
month the s tudents may attend the an-
nual tropics party. with tropical drinks 
and ·tropical" music. A small cover will 
be charged at the door, and all proceeds 
will go to Matthew Jon Selleck, Gtfls to 
Minors Fund. Because of the success of 
the las t semester's comedy night. there 
wiU be yet another comedy night this se-
mester, again featuring professional co-
medians. Students wiJI also have the 
opportunity to showcase their own tal-
ents at lhe annual law revue. f or the final 
event of lhe year. the social committee will 
sponsor a happy hour on the last day of 
finals. 
Students who did not receive clothing 
at the end of last semester can expect 
their Items within several days. The I.SSS 
Social Committee s incerely apologizes for 
the Inconvenience caused by the delays. 
Anyone who either did not receive their 
order or who did not pick It up will be 
notified via pendafle.x of the distribution 
dates. f or those who have questions or 
want full refunds Instead. please contact 
either Jon Belghle or Scott Gessler via 
pendafle.x. 
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Classifieds 
The deadline for publication b Monday at noon. Lean your announcement/personal/ ad typed or clearly printed with the proper remittance in Lisa 
Salna'a penda1lez (2L). Please a1ao lean your name and telephone number. The coat of a peraonal or want ad ia 50¢ for the first 25 words, and 25~ for each 
additional 10 worda. Recognized atudent organizationa in good atanding with the RG will receive free noticea. Call 763· 7976 if you have further que•tlons. 
Offenain ~e. material, etc. will not be accepted . 
.___ __ Per._:5_onafs _ '"""--~~~L-~-· -Pe_rs_onafs ___ ~ ·:~~~ For Sale or Rent II For Sale or Rent ] 
L.B.: Reveal that Playboy pic to a soul and 
you're dead Beefcake, mister! B.J. 
Rob G.: 12 days and counUng?l You're 
lucky to be alive. 
849 and Usa(s): Please stop hogging the 
personals. You're taking up prtme space In 
whJch Vixen admirers can declare their 
feellngs. Give our social lives a break. The 
Villa 
B.J.: "Presidio" and "Allee's Restaurant·. 
VIxen: Listen here, the personals are for 
everyone to use and abuse at their own 
discretion. Just because you're the social 
bu tterfl1es, we have to resort to the person· 
als In order to be noUced. So please take 
pity on the underprtvtleged among you. 
Remember. we are strtvtng to llve up to the 
standard of womanhood which you exude 
so naturally. The Cult Jam 
Spam B.: Happy 24th! You're only as old 
as you smell. 
Sound tempting? Me neither. 1 wasn't In HI Cra1gy!! See ya on Frtday. 
the mood for popcorn anyway. Uttle Buddy 
Stevie: 1 will be your brtde. I'm only 
Carla, we love you!!! The Second Year Carla thirteen. but my birthday Is in a month. Pa 
Folz Fan Club wants to meet you first, as do my eleven 
brothers. Your Southern Belle. 
Available for 1989·90: 1 i2 of 2 bedroom 
apartment. 2 1/2 blocks from law school. 
furnished, carpeted. garbage disposal. a/ 
c. microwave, covered parking, $325/mo. 
Call Ellen at 995-8305 for Info. 
For rent: May 15 - August 20, single room 
at the PhJd House. $170/mo. or less In· 
eluding uUliUes. Perks: lMng. dining and 
1V (w/cable & VCR) rooms, free parking. 
washer/dryer, very close to law school. 
Contact Bob Gilbertson by pendaOex or 
call 668-0971. 
For Rent: May 15 - August 20, 1 bedroom 
apartment with great view of A2• good a/c. 
furnished, 24 hr. doorman In building. 
$400/mo., negotiable. Call 994-9116. 
If you're wondertng where to Uve next year. 
consider the Phid House. For less than 
$285/mo. tncludlng uUllUes, you can get a 
s ingle room just a block from the law 
school, a very cheap parking space. and 
true self-knowledge. You will live with 20+ 
other law students: a mix of women and 
men. first· . and second,· and third-years. 
You'll share an ample kitchen, living, din-
Ing and 1V (w/cable & VCR) rooms. and 
library stocked with texts and outlines. 
Contact Bob Gilbertson by pendaOex or 
cal1 668-0971. 
The Student Funded Fellowships Board is 
seeking three energetic first-year students 
to serve on the SFF Board until they gradu-
ate. For more info, contact Mark Pieroni 
(981 -4116) or Tom Howlett (761 -9143) 
before Frtday, January 27. 
1989 Summer Study Abroad 
SA TA C LAR A LJN I VrR SITV 
Hong Kong: June 19 - August 9 
Emphasis on trade and commercial relations between Hong Kong, China and the rest of east Asia. Program held at the 
University of Hong Kong. Practice component affords option of either a writing tutorial or an internship with a Hong Kong 
law firm, corporate law office, or government agency. 
Strasbourg, France & Geneva, Switz.: June 7 - July 28 
Emphasis on international human rights and public international 
law. Taught by recognized experts from around the world. In 
cooperation with International Institute of Human Rights 
(Strasbourg) and Henry Dunant Institute (Geneva). Courses on 
Sources oflnteroational Law, International Organizations, Human 
Rights, Comparative Socialist Constitutional Law, International 
Law in U.S. Courts and International Regulation of Science & 
Technology. Internship possibilities. 
Seoul, Korea & Tokyo, Japan: June 14 - August 4 
Emphasis on U.S. -Japanese trade. Courses in Japanese Legal 
System, International Business Transactions, Comparative 
Protection of Intellectual Property and Korean Legal System. 
lnternshlps withJapanese or Korean law ftrms or corporate legal 
departments. Instruction by Japanese or Korean professors and 
practitioners. Visits to governmental offtces and company legal 
departments. 
Oxford, England: June 25 - August 5 
Student live in 15th Century Oxford College and are taught by 
Oxford Dons in Oxford Tutorial Method. Course offerings 
include Jurisprudence, Legal llistory, Selected Problems, 
European Economic Community Law, and various comparative 
courses in areas such as Real Property, Civil liberties, 
Administrative Law and Torts. 
Singapore/Bangkok/Asean: June 7 - July 28 
Emphasis on the legal aspects of international investment and 
development in the countries of the Association of Southeast 
Asian Nations (ASEAN; Singapore, Indonesia, Thailand, Malaysia, 
The Philippines, Brunie) and their legal systems and cultures. 
Internships with Singapore or Bangkok law llrms. At our 
disposal are the resources of the National University of Singapore, 
the Asian-Pacific Tax and Investment Research Center, local and 
international faculty of recognized experts in the subject areas, 
and law offtces which deal in such matters on a daily basis. 
For a detailed brouchure, contact: Elizabeth Boylson, Institute oflnternational & Comparative Law, Santa Clara University School of Law, 
Santa Clara, California 95053 (408) 554-4162. 
Crossword 
!,CROSS 
'. Poet William Carlos or crooner Andy 
' Salts or Downs 
;:1. Only actor to star In one fllm picketed by 
fundamentalists and another panned by 




.. Othello role 
· Amendment for which we can all be 
= thankful, especially George Bush 
il Hypo 
)3. Bowie tune: Space __ 
;5. M.D. 
)i. Van Gogh cutting 
!. laser-beamed 
1i 1\ot appllc. 
~ Courduroy shorts-maker 
 Actor Robert 
Si: Hammett detective: the Continental _ 
1. Mrs. Bentsen 
Q. DePaul hoopster 
li Apply, as plaster 
~ What an M & M does In your mouth (but 
not In your hands) 
i Motown's lame whJte act: Earth . 
By Tim Connors 
46. Once "the Voice,. then "the Chairman of 
the Board"; now just another beer shill 
48. SDS opponents 
50. Marquis _ Sade 
51. Stormtroopers 
52. Tempers 
56. Director David 
58. Sol precedcr 
59. Gossip columnist Shirley 
60. Go back In 
63. Nolte fllck 
65. Another influence-peddling Reagan 
appoin tee 
66. Unworkable, budget-busting military 
pipe-dream 
DOWN 
I . Tart-tongued Cabinet member James and 
Scottish inventor James; or L.A. riot site 
2. Saccharine Bread song or aphoristlc 
Kipling poem 
3. The 48, to an Alaskan 
4 . Tower type 
5. Job descrlp. of 6 Down 
6. Justice Dept. honcho of Wed tech fame 
7. Chern. symbol for tin 
8. Vinyl 10-lnch 
9. Felix the Cat s idekick or petjuriou s NSA 28. Dabba Doo 
Survey Says . . . 
Average Overall Rent Increase tn Ann 
Arbor for the pertod of 1984 to 1988•• 
.. From Guide to Living in Ann Arbor, 
1988-9 
10. Arenas 
11. Pompous British Blues 
12. Refugee 
14. Arms profiteer and co-conspirator 
17. Station (abbr.) 
20. First Ex Jane 
2 1. Overdose (abbr.) 
24. Spock accoutrement 


























Escanaba and Iron Mt. region 
Down on his luck lately, but still the 
coach with the most S uperbowl rings 
Stewart and SerUng 
S. Dakota 
Nation's most powerful and exclusive 
union 
Bees'_ 
DOD scandal's Melvin: Rev. ian; or pat-






Partner to Harry or Lone Ranger 
Topps' only lfCnilkant competitor 
Outfld. 
Combine 
Hardy girl or Dick 'I'nlt.-y'a wife 
Raggedy or Barbara 
Lardner monogram 
Hutton in.ltiala 
Initials Dylan's mom acwed In his undies 
Cummings 
Answers are on page SIX 
By Jean Brennan and Sarah Somers 
Percentage of Rental Property for 1987•• 
Percentage of UM Law students 




% 25 30 35 40 45 50 
54.8% 
•From a sample of 50 s tudents • I 
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Law School Hockey Team Ties in Opener 
Continued from Page 1WELVE 
hefuture Hall of Fa mer in a locaJ supermarket earlier that 
!same day. "Why 71tongs?" asked Oates. the ever-inquisi-
tiVe super-athlete. while signing autographs. "I won't let 
jUU down tonight.· responded the hard of hearing Mr. 
Mall. and that explains his full ice charge. Now. if 
:a~neone could just explain why this paragraph is in the 
article. 
Still dazed from that needless paragraph, the Thongs 
'•tre caught in yet another line change. and the well-
~ed Schneck was faced with a three-on-none break a t 
;be4:36 mark. Ted prevented his head from being trodden 
upon. but a scabrous Figure knotted the score at 2·2. 
The Thongs bounced right back and began peppering 
an exhausted and fetid Figure goalie. At the 6:22 mark. 
l)ier "Kare<-m" Paetkau let a slapshot fly with great 
~tlocity and it deflected oiT a soiled Figure stick and into 
me net. Adam ·oates· Shayne got credit for the assist. but 
('It goal would not have been possible without a perfect 
!freen from L.T. Liflon. 
To the untrained observer it may have appeared as if 
Ms, Liflon was stumbling and trying to ge t out oft he way. 
i::ul lrue hockey fans observed h<-r cons tant brawling for 
fC6ilion in front oft he net. often using a w<-11-plared elbow 
crslick to l!et where she wanted to be. When she was in 
rerfect position in front of the reeky goalie she s ignaled to 
Paetkau who let fly with the net bound blas t. Hockey 
instincts like that cannot be taught. you mus t be born wllh 
tllem. and Ms. Lifton has that special gift. 
The remainder of the period passed without incident. 
111e fourth and final period was eleven minutes of 
hockey excitement unparalleled in the known universe. At 
lhe 2:15 mark Mr. Hosser made use of his cons iderable 
martial a rts knowledge by taking his s lick and disarming 
a rancid Figuredefensema n. and then hurling the enemy's 
slick across the ice. "I was just going for the puck."lied the 
Storky enforcer as the referee escorted him to the penalty 
oox for slashing. 
Standing 6'8" in his skal<-s and having two feel of 
illite hair flowing in the breeze behind him . Mr. Hosser 
Place 
was the natural target of the jerk-faced officials. "I use 
clorox." responded the fu zzy Stork to the shrieks of high 
school women who Inquired Into how he gets his hair so 
perfect. Most oflhe high school women who had remained 
to see the man they lovingly caJI "the skating a lbino hippie 
from hell" soon left. however. dejected by what resulted 
from the vindictive otl1cial's actiOns. Less than a minute 
after the penalty. the nawless yet rancid Figure power play 
fired one past the sprawling Schneck to knot the score at 
3-3. 
Just when t hlngs were looking bleak for our demigods. 
a mountain of a man s tepped forward and look the game 
· Into his own hands. Wearing his protective safety goggles 
and a ha lf-wilted law review grin. Ieddy the Eagle" 
MacVeagh let his considerable talent take over. slamming 
the puck into the bark of the net at the S:O lmark. The fact 
that he almost fell down skating oiT the ire did not detract 
from this brilliant eiTort. The goal was set up by a perf'!ct 
centering pass from someone who had just taken another 
pass. I'll give the assists lodefenseman Mike "Mac· Arthur 
and right wing Dave l'iger· Wells because I haven't 
mentioned them yet. 
The game seemed In the bag for our skating messiahs; 
just lay on the puck for three minutes and come away with 
the upset victory of the century. The ice had not been 
"Zamboniecr s ince well before game time. however. thus 
the athlet es were skating through an inch of snow durin~ 
the final minutes. The snow actually caused the Thongs 
to lose one of their players and send another out to replace 
him or her. Unfortunately. the trained referee could see 
through the blizzard and called a penalty for too many 
people on the Ice with 23 seconds remaining. 
I I took e..xact Iy eight ticks of the clock for the nauseating 
Figures. who had pulled their goalie for a sLx on four advan-
tage. to roll the puck through the legs of the lunging 
Schnecks ter. tieing the game and crushing the hopes and 
dreams of Thongs everywhere. A dejected Tom "Boom 
!:loom· Simon symbolically tossed his thong on the ice at 
the final buzzer. 
The team was reflective after the 4-4 lie. "Get the-
- out of the locker room!" was the unl· 
versa I response ofthe players. They were 
a bit more receptive during the post-
a 
clas sified 
game party at Ashley's. "It was an 
unm itigated hour of hell." slated the 
mercurial left wing Sam "Quick" Silver. 
Starting defenseman Hal "A guy named 
Hal" Burroughs was more contemplative 
in stating. "Do you knowifHarold Hunter 
is writing a basketball article?" Center 
Jim "Mr. Ping Pong~ Habaut concluded, 
"A point on the road is a point on the 
road.· which Is undeniably true. but 
hardly relevant to this situation. ad 
RG 
50 
• I D the 
.. only 
cents 
fo r 25 
words!! 
~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
"So, did you ream anybody?" sec-
ond-year fan Dan "The Man" Hurley 
inquired of a visibly relieved Ms. Liflon 
after the game. "You play ice hockey? Oh 
My.· res ponded her confused yet lovely 
and talented mother. Finally, C.J .. the 
drunken fry cook. uninvited party guest. 
and my new best friend. summarized, "I 
want them out in the street.· 
An informal survey (though certainly 
not up to the high standards of quality 
and accuracy of ·survey Says") yielded 
several candidates for the game MVP 
award. Defenseman Luke !he Butcher· 
Simon was widely regarded as perhaps 
the best player on the ice. Peter "Le 
Bucheron· Murphy was also a defensive 
stalwart. "Murph's got great J?<>Sit ion-
ing. • obserYed Flamingo Hosser. and he 
should know. But in the end. leddy 
Schneck was clearly the Molsen-Colden 
First S tar of the Came as chosen by the 
Hockey Night in Canada staiT. 
Like a h\.lman goaltender. the Sch-
neckmiester turned away shot after shot. and some were 
actually on goal. I had the rare pleasure of helping Mr. 
SchneckoiTwith his equlpmentaflerthegame and. believe 
me. there is nothing more pleasant than untaping a mois t 
goalie. led. enjoy this award, and I think I reflect the 
sentimen ts of the entire law school in hoping that in the 
future you will be able to wear your supporter Inside your 
pants. 
Chris Riley received a great deal of attention after the 
game and as a reward for his two goal performance. he was 
dropped from the learn along with undergrad Jim Hutch-
ins and "Howie the med student.· The team is for law 
students and several more a re expected to be ready for 
tonight's game including Chris "Dino· Regan, T. Daw, and 
Dave "My skates are in the mail" Breuch. 
It is also possible that the team could bring In a couple 
of first-year ringers. Johan Brigham played on the Yale 
hockey team as an undergrad. and no matter what you 
think of the school. the hockey program is at least medi· 
ocre. Chris White was the captain of the Amherst hockey 
team. and although some have said being named Amherst 
hockey captain is roughly equivalent to being named the 
best ski jumper in Ecuador. I would never say that about 
J.J. White's son. 
With or without these superstars. Thongs on Ice will 
play at midnight tonight at Yost Ice Arena. They will be 
playing a team called Mayhem and should be destroyed. 
But still. watching Thongs on Ice play live was one of the 
most enjoyable e..xperiences of my otherwise drab and 
pathetic e..'<.istence. The continuous possibility of having a 
frozen piece of rubber traveling at 90 m.p.h. hit you In the 
side of the head is e..xhilaration you just can't get in law 
school outside of Kamisar's class. 
Others in attendance at the game clearly agreed. At 37 
strong. there were almost l\vice as many fa ns as players! 
The Thong fans were also twice as loud as an equal number 
of moth-eaten Figures fans . "I know they were looking ;Jt 
us --ing law students and saying 'that's the first fun 
they've had in their lives .' but who cares . il was a grea t 
time." concluded Mike "Lefty· Flanagan. 
The great times continue tonight. and all fans are 
welcome. Admission Is free. but remember: NO ALCO-
HOL. The turtle-headed officials warned the Thongs that 
if any alcohol is brought in this week all fans will be asked 
to leave. and the game will be forfeited. Any future 
violations will result in the Thongs being banned from 
intramural play. So just say no for one evening. and we 
won't jeopardize this championship season. Hemember. 
the 1980 U.S. Olympic hockey team played to a lie In Its 
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Lifton Makes IM Sports Debut 
By Steve Olson 
"'Yo. get ofT the Ice: bellowed the power-hungry, 
young rink monitor. The Ice was not yet frozen, but this 
wouldn't stop our skating heros. Throngs of Thongs soon 
overpowered the little weasel. and the Michigan Law 
School hockey team slid majestically onto the Ice. 
Thongs on Ice. the Jaw school entrant ln the Intramu-
ral AU-Campus Hockey League. opened Its season last 
Wednesday night. and to lhe surprise of most scribes, they 
weren't half bad. "This Is embarrassing.· summarized 
ever-confident right wing Diane "The Hammer" Lifton.just 
before maklng her triumphant Jaw school sports debut. 
But clad In a headband. earrings. and the official Jersey of 
America's Team. the World Champion Mlnnesota North-
Stars, you could sense she had come to play. The whole 
team had. 
The squad seemed a little tentative ln pre-game warm-
ups, but this was clearly because the players were ln awe 
of being on the same Ice whereJefTUrban. Mark Sorenson, 
and Brad Turner had become rink legends. After ten 
minutes of bouncing pucks ofT mollonless goalie Ted 
"Gump· Schneck. the first fifteen minute period began. 
The first fourteen minutes were understandably a 
feeling-out period as none of the Thongs on Ice had ever 
played with each other before on Ice. 1lle Thongs' oppo-
nent was its arch-enemy Flash Figures. It was rumored 
that the Figures were geology students. and most looked 
at least 42 years old. They were brutal. foul-smelling. and 
ugly. bul also deadly effective. 
An example of their win at all costs tactics came early 
in the period as one filthy Figure sat on Schneck's head 
while another tried to knock the puck home. This did not 
sit well with Thongs Captain Adam "The Rocket· Shayne 
who grabbed the grimy Figure offender from atop the fallen 
netmlndcr and flung him across the ice with one flick of his 
mighty arm. It appeared a confrontation was Inevitable, 
but when the soiled Figure stumbled while trytng to make 
a fist. Shayne decided to spare the grubby wimp from a 
dreadfu l pummeling. 
It was soon back to hockey action at Its finest as ultra-
smooth skating Diane "Ms. Hockey· Lifton made a series 
of seven or eight nifty maneuvers around enemy defenders 
and found herself free ln front of the untidy Figure nel 
Law in the Raw 
I Don't Want to Grow Up 
Remember when you were young-how you always 
wanted to be an adult. to grow up quickly so you wouldn't 
have to be treated like a kid? Well. as we all know, there 
Is a down-side to being an adult. Mary Lou Retton has 
had to accept this same hard truth. 
Mary Lou and her famlly had a contract with the 
National BowUng Council ·and the BowUng Proprietors 
Assoclatlon of America. The contract was to pay her and 
her family $200.000 a year to be ·wholesome representa-
tives of the best American youth has to offer.· This J une, 
the bow!Jng groups tried to back out of the four year deal. 
They asserted that "Helton. due to changes in her physi-
cal image caused by her maturing as a woman. was no 
longer a suitable spokesperson. · The organizations did 
not elaborate on what they found objectionable. Like we 
said , Mary Lou. there are pluses and minuses to every-
thing. 
Detroit Free Press. January 12. 1989 
Hope They're Not Bushed 
Loslng an election Is bad enough when you're a 
politician. But In nearby Sclo Township. three locum-
bent township trustees got "Boyled. Tickled. and Reamed.· 
No, that's not a typo. The lncumbents were beaten by 
challengers named Chuck Ream, Bob Tickle. and Kathi 
Boyle. 
Ann Arbor Observer. December 1988 
With anxious defensemen flying at her. the acrobatic Ms. 
Lifton still managed to fake the goalie out of his skates, set 
herself. and fire ofT a blistering slap shot headed just inside 
the upper right hand com er of the net. But then, out of 
nowhere. the slimy Figure goalie made a quick, yet s lovenly 
dive to deprive our heroine of the goal she so richly 
deserved. Not even everyone's favorite Red Wtng. Adam 
"Mr. Hustle" Oates. would have scored on that one. 
Soon thereafter the Thong players momentarily lost 
their concentration, probably reliving ln their own minds 
the majesty of Ms. Lifton's spectacular effort, and made an 
ill-advised line change. This left the dingy Figures with a 
two on zero break, and they easily slipped the puck past 
the plucky Schneck at the 14:18 mark. To add Injury to 
Insult. one of the un.kempt Figure players sat on Schneck's 
head after the goal. "I was s haklng Ice out of my ear for the 
rest of the game,· quipped the Intrepid netrninder. 
The valiant Thongs quickly bounced back with the 
determination of a determined hockey team. After toying 
with the slatternly Figure goalie. undergrad Chris Riley 
knocked the puck In with exactly one second remaining in 
either squad and set up enumerable chances with her 
hustling play and impressive stlrk handling. The message 
she left on Captain Shayne's answering machine said it all: 
"I have the equipment. and I can play. · She proved both 
Wednesday night. The wretched Figures complained 
vigorously about the goal. but the officials Ignored the 
leprous slobs and began lhe 12 minute and 23 second 
third period. 
The period began with Matt llle Golden Stork" Rosser 
maklng a full-ice charge. flying around unwiped Figure 
defenders and Ignoring wide open teammates, only to be 
leveled as he reached the rrease. "Puck hog!" the unruly 
crowd and teammates chanted. But the Stork had big 
shoes to nil. Playing center and wearing number 21. the 
comparisons were Inevitable between our Storky and one 
of the finest players of our time. Adam "The Great One" 
Oates. 
In fact the foul -like Rosser and his non-athletic room-
mate Jim "Le Booble" Eardley had their picture taken with 
See HOCKEY. Page ELEVEN 
the period. The assists went to 
enormous first-year right wlng/de-
fenseman Dave "Gilles· Stillman. 
and someone else who touched the 
puck. J'JJ give ll to right winger Dick 
Mugel. The Thong faithful went 
Joopy as the first period ended In a 
1-1 deadlock. 
Apparently under intramural 
rules. the second is to be an experi-
mental period where the teams 
continue to defend the same nels for 
an additional 1:42. The d:12ed and 
bewildered players skated In clrcles 
until Chris Riley blew ::~nolh t"r shot 
Meet your 
deadlines 
When you need copies and you need them fast, depend on 
Kinko's, the copy center. 
by the unclean Figure goaltender 
just as the smelly cheater knocked 
the net ofT of Its moorings. The 
assists went to Cap'n Shayne and 
the female Lisa McKonnlck. 
Ms. McKormick was clearly one 
·of the best players on the Ice for 
• Collating & Binding 
• Fine Stationel)' 
kinko·s· 
the copy center 
Open 7 Days 
Michigan Union 
662-1222 
• Laser l'ypeiening 
• Instant Passport Phot~ 
By Colin Zick & Tom Pasternak 
~cs. 1nnatEtbJcs? 
The Chicago Bar Association hosted Its lblrd Annual 
Ethical Issues Facing the Legal Community Seminar.· 
hoping that some of the town's 25,000 or so lawyers might 
attend. Wrong. The I 0-member panel. which Included the 
likes of Scott Turow. outnumbered the audience. The 
semlnar was temporarlly delayed In hopes tha t the crowd 
would grow. It finally did. and now all 23 attendees are 
more ethicalJy Informed. Next time. try offering the 
seminars for professional responsibility credit. Maybe 
some law students would come. 
Chicago Tribune. December 1988 
As If the Smog Wasn't Enough ... 
~ A Los Angeles pollee officer was suspended for seven 
days without pay after being found guilty of "felonious 
flatulence.· (a felony?) He flatulated in front of two 
arrestees who then filed a complaint. Watch out for that 
cofTee and donuts. they'll do It every time! 
Chicago Tribune, December 8. 1988 
Interpretation is the Key 
Disc jockey Mike McDonald of WLS In Chicago was 
looklng for legal help after finding a car-sized loophole in 
his promise to give the "keys to a brand-new shiny 
Porsche" to the winner of a trivia contest. The winner. Tom 
Theobold, wasn't too happy to receive 1t1st the keys. sans 
car. Lucky for Tom liis brother Ed, an attorney, knows 
that radio stations are required by the FCC to deliver what 
they promise. The WLS operations manager insists 
Theobold won only the keys. What about McDonald? His 
keys to the station were taken away. 
Chicago Tribune. November 1988 
At Least He Didn't Leave Shrunken Heads Around 
City Hall 
Following a kJckofT of National Voodoo Week in which 
he sprinkled magic powder around the city haJJ. H.T. 
Mathis. the mayor of Florala. Alabama (population 5,000) 
was impeached after a three-day trial. The powder. later 
revealed to be sulphur, apparently made many towns-
people suspicious. They had also cited Mathis. 85. a tire 
store owner-turned polit ic-ian. for pardoning more than 
100 traffic offenders. 27 of whom had been convicted of 
drunken driving. Ma th is. who tes tified in his own behalf. 
said that he was jus t trying to help people. ·rm just a litlle 
soft-hearted: he confessed. before being spirited from 
the courtroom. 
Student Lawyer, December 1988 
"Seen on the Bathroom Wall" 
"I continue to believe that the present level of com-
pensation for the federal judges may nol be high enough 
to attract ... the first-rate talent that has always been a 
hallma rk of the federal benrh. •  
Chief Jus lice Willia m Rehnquist (speaking from e.x-
perience, Bill?) 
Tampa Tribune, January 1, 19§§ 
